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Nursing Program First To Feel Budget Axe
The uncertain financial picture for higher education In Ohio has claimed—at least temporarily—a
long planned new program at Wright State University.
The University has "very reluctantly decided"
that It cannot Inaugurate a School of Nursing during
the fall quarter of 1971, according to President
Brage Goldlng.
"Because we don't know the level of state support
for the 1971-73 blennlum," Goldlng said, "wu don't
know at this time what our budget will be. However,
It Is almost certain that there will not be enough
money to fund an expensive new program such as
the one for nursing."
The President stressed that Wright State Is "very
desirous" of Inaugurating the program and "we
fully expect to do so. However, we must support
current programs f i r s t , " he added.
Goldlng noted that Wright State has been trying
to establish the necessary curricula to help relieve
the shortage of people trained in various elements
of health care. "Our bachelor's program in Medical

Academic Council
Organizational Structure
Many students at Wright State probably do not
know much about the organizational structure of
the University. Only the more prominent names
are known, but they alone do not make all the decisions. Most decisions directly or indirectly affect
the student, so it should be of interest to all of us
how and where many decisions are re iched. This
article will describe one very important area of
policy-making: the Academic Council.
The Academic Council Is a representative council of university faculty elected from various academic areas. The powers and duties of the faculty
a r e delegrated to the council. These powers Include the formulation of Cooes of Operating Procedures governing academic programs, admissions,
academic standards, student affairs, and faculty
personnel. Also included are curricula, courses,
degree requirements and the academic calendar.
The Initiation and consideration of related policy
proposals are also handled within the Academic
Council. The faculty lias the right of referendum
over all matters adopted by the council.
Composition of the council Includes the following:
the larger of 10 per cent of the faculty, or 24; the
President (who also serves as Chairman); the P r o vost; and the Academic Deans; and two representatives from the student body.
The two representatives and two alternates to
the Acadcmlc Co'incll from the student body are
selected as stated In the Student Body Constitution.
Generally, one representative is directly elected
to this position, and the other is filled by the Student Body President.
The students serve one year terms while the
faculty members serve three year terms. Each year
one third of the faculty seats come up for election
providing continuity to the council. The meetings,
which are open to al! faculty, are held once a month.
The A.-ademlc Council has six committees under
it. The most Important is the Steering Committee.
The others are the Curriculum Committee, Library
Committee, Faculty Affairs Committee, Student Affairs Committee, and a University Resources Committee. These are also known as Standing Committees.
The Steering Committee is not an executive committee. Its responsibilities include establishing or
eliminating other committees, appointing members of
standing and special committees, and annually reviewing the structure of the council's constituencies.
The Curriculum Committee studies undergraduate
curricula, considers requests for curricula changes,
and recommends appropriate action. Each Academic
Division Is represented on this committee.
The Faculty Affairs Committee Involves itself
with scholarslUp and teaching standards, standards
for promotion and tenure, leave programs, and all
matters dealing with faculty welfare and discipline.
The Student Affairs Committee, which lias three
student representatives makes recommendations on
all student affairs, Including but not limited to scholarships, loans, government housing, discipline, and
Intramural athletics.
The University Resources Committee studies and
reports on university resources, finances, manpower,
and long range plans.
The Academic Council Is a continuing body. Obviously Its decisions do relate to the student body.
A recent example of the work being studied In the
Academic Council Is the A-B-C-No Credit grading
system proposal. Although the student representation on the council Is small, and seemingly token,
It is very lmcortant. An Important step for the student is in lncic^-t in the student representation

the hope that the nursing program will be underway
by the fall of 1972 or 1973.
"Such students wou'd pursue general education
courses and the preparatory science courses needed
for specializes, nursing training taken at the advanced
levels," the Dean said.
When the WSU-MVH program was announced last
June, planning studies were quoted from which revealed that Montgomery County will need 2,360
nurses by 1975, Including 753 with baccalaureate
degrees to fill the administrative and leadership
positions reserved for nurses with advanced training.
The nearest degree programs are in Columbus,
Cincinnati a:«l Cleveland. But, according to the
original proposal, "graduates. . .who choose to
remain active. , .and advance in their chosen area
of nursing must leave the community io earn an academic degree. . .few return to practice their professions."
The proposed nursing program was developed with
the support and endorsement of professional nurses
groups in Dayton and Ohio.

Technology Is the only one In being," he said. "Our
proposed M.D. program has been delayed In Columbus; our Environmental Health program Is up for
Board of Regents' approval, but we probably will
not have money to fund It when It gets approved; and
now we must delay the nursing program.
"It is the people In the greater Dayton area who
will suffer If sufficient funds for these programs
are not made available from Columbus,•' he added.
WSl' Trustees, last September, approved and forwarded to the Board of Regents a proposal to operate
a bachelor's degree program In con)unctlon with
Miami Valley Hospital. Nursing students would take
their academic subjects at the University, and their
clinical training at the hospital.
The hospital had announced It would phase out
its diploma school of nurslnf when Wright State and
other schools began producing enough nurses to meet
local needs.
Dr. Robert Conley, Dean of Science and Engineering, said people who contemplate a career lu nursing
could corslder entering Wright State In the fall In
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May Day Meant Beer And Relaxation
The parking fee strike returned to Wright State
Friday afternoon, or at least It seen,?d that way
v/lth throngs of students massed around the quad.
There were no speakers to listen to, but Instead
they listened to mellow sounds from Haymarked
Riot and watched chariots wizz around the quad as
part at the day's May Day celebrat'.on sponsored
by student government.
Many clubs sponsored concessions selling such
Items as beer, hot dogs arid one club dipped Into the
art of body painting.
The warm sun and cool beer forced many students
to skip classes and in some Instances even the professors joined them. One student remarked: "Hell,
after a couple beers ourselves we took one up to
prof and he brought the entire class out and we all
had a good time."
And like all festivals there Is always someone
who gets hurt. This one was no different. One of
the charioteers kept falling off his chariot—It was
made out of a piece of ply wood tied to a dolly—
and kept bea ig his head on the cement. He ilnlshed

the race with a round of applause for his brave
feat, despite his cracked head.
Not all the events happened as according to plan.
Many kind of naturally flowed, that Is, fit d with
the beer. "Another one of these and I'm going to
be smashed," remarked a tipsy long hatred fellow
as he tripped over a couple's entangled feet.
Despite the rivers of cement tliat make up the
quad most students managed to lay In the soft grass
where they could wrestle, do some harmonica jamlng,
and for some it was a nice place to get close with
a personal friend or two.
Later In the rternoon students were given more
treats with Road Runner cartoons and horror films
and 650 pieces of fried chicken. For many the chicken
was a nice filler alter having consumed countless
14 ounce cups of beer.
And at night till one o'clock In the morning the
campus echoed the sounds of the Sunny Goode Street
who performed for the free dance that evening.
May Day Is over now, and many say i! w«3 nice—
maybe it was Wright Stock part II.

Fiiculty Postpones l ote On A-lt-C Ao Credit
BY HARRY BATTSON
The WSU faculty postpone*] voting on the A-B-CNo Credit grading system d>w to the lack of a quorum
at the meeting of May 24.
The proposal, presented by Dr. Low, prescribed
implementation of an A-B-C-No Credit grading system subject to Ihs approval of the Curriculum Committee and the Academic Council.
Student Body President Doug Campbell presented
the results of a student poll taken during the first
election attempt. Seventy-two per cent of the 1100
voting students favored the A-B-C-No Credit system.
Campbell concluded, "1 think I can say without
on this council. This will be hard, because an Increase will only be possible when the faculty believes that the stulents are responsible enough to
contribute In a p ^ l t l v e and effective manner within
the council.
The Library Committee studies library policies
and recommends needed changes. The Librarian
is an ex-offlclo member of this committee, which
means he has no voting power. There is a subcommittee of the Llbriry committee which advises
on bookstore policies. There Is one student representative on the Library Committee and one on the
sub-committee.

challenge that it would be hard to find many students
happy with the present system."
A student, David Hensley, questioned the validity
of the poll,. He did not believe the students had been
given an adequate explanation of the system nor Its
alternatives.
An amendment was appended to add the grade D
to the system. Linda Strausbaugh, a member of the
Grading Subcommittee, said " D " puu the effect of
average back Into the system and that's what we had
hoped to eliminate."
A further stipulation pointing out i he provision for
suspension and probation was also made.
After more discussion, both pro and con, a vote
was requested. Dr. Spetter called
a quorum.
Forty per cent of the faculty (132) were required
to be present. One-hundred nineteen were at the
meeting. No vote could be taken.
Due to class conflicts, some faculty members had
been obligated to leave following reports by Dr. Brage
Goldlng and Dr. Splegle and previous to the A-B-CNo Credit discussion.
No decision could be reached for schedulinganother
meeting before the end of the quarter but one 15
expected to be called.
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i letter to the editor
Purdy For Senator
To tha Editor,
Due to the lack of Interest on the part of the
candidates for Senior Senator In the recently overturned election, I have decided to announce my
candidacy for one of the Senior Senator seats. My
name Is Michael Purdy.
Presently, I am a Junior Senator, and speaking
from experience, the anarchy and confusion of the
past year In student government cannot be allowed
to continue. Therefore, I ask ALL students to vote
for the candidates o? their choice, whether it be
SBP, a senator, or academic council. If enough
students participate In the elections, student government will be able to say that it truly has the
support of the students. Through your support, student government will be able to get things done!
1 will seek solutions to such issues as reduced
prices on books new and used, and a control over
tuition fees. In many places the administration could
cut back on the budget which would help the student
with his financial burden. Do we really need two
men In a Jeep to clean our parking lots? Do we
need hundreds of copies announcing administration
changes? It has been my experience that it would
be more practical to print such Information in one
of the campus publications, if they are so vital.
These are Just a few questions that need to be
answered. There are many problems that need tc
be resolved! Get out and vote!
VOTE PURDY FOR SENIOR SENATOR
Michael Purdy

Hell Do A Job
To the Editor,
What I would like to say about Hank Evers is not
that he has been I great Senator, because he lias
not. It is not to yeak of all his virtues, because he
is sadly lacking
them. It Is not to commend him
for speaking out en matters of interest to students,
because he only speaks of things that are of an
Interest to himself. It Is not to commend him on
the excellent job he lias done with the coffee house,
because he lias not done much. It is not to congratulate him oil protecting students' money, because he
left $50 out for someone (?) to steal. It is not to
congratulate him on the fine work he has done In
Mlnamyer's campaign, because Mlnamyer would be
better off if Hank were not thore. No, it is not any
of these things that I would like to say about Hank
Evers. What I would like to say cannot be printed
In a respectable paper. Vote for Hank Evers for
Senator—he will do a Job on you.
Eugene Lehman
513880

• and is now running again In this election shows
I that ho Ls not adverse to changing his mind.
''
I also read with interest the little tidbit that
Mlnamyer was on Academic Probation In the last
election and was not even qualified to run. I am
asking myself this question: If I knew I were not
qualified tc run for election, would I do it? I then
answer thusly: No, It ls not honest. I then ask
myself, would I vote for a man not qualified? I
answer, no, not If I am given a choice. I then ask
myself, was I given a choice? 1 then answer, no, he
didn't mention that he was not qualified. I then
ask myself one last question: Will I vote for him
now? I answer once again In the negative.
I also read with Interest the little tidbit that
Nick Iplotls was on Academic Probation In the last
election. But let us not ramble through all that
again. VOTE FOR O'DELL FOR S.B.P.
Jim Arnett

Telling It Like It Is
To the Editor,
After reading Hank Evers' comments on O'Dell,
I wondered where all this righteous Indignation came
from. I did not realize that all this spontaneous
emotion was most due to Hank's serving on Mlnamyer's Campaign Staff. Was Senator Evers one
of the members of our august body that failed to
approve the members of the Election Committee,
thus causing the second election? Sage Evers then
astounded us with more profound thinking by saying one person In ten voting In the last election
was not Apathy.
The phrase "simple country boy" got a lot of
action last week when It appeared In both Mlnamyer's and Campbell's articles. The question ls
who was looking over whose shoulder or, did someone else thing up the cliche? As far as the rest of
the material contained In the articles a "simple
country boy" would call It so much Hogwash.
Mlnamyer asked last week In The GUARDIAN'
"Has Bill O'Dell ever offered you a positive oriented program?" Tricky Rlck should know best of
all for he ls using three, maybe more of Bill's
programs: The Expanded Book Exchange, the Film
Festivals, and the Ombudsman. Don't take my word
for It check It out for yolirself In past issues of
The GUARDIAN. Rlck should really use footnotes
—that way he would not be charged with Plagerism.
Mlnamyer walks his platform from
plank to plank and the bull Is thick,
one could call It RANK.
I can not force you to vote for Bill O'Dell, this
Is your decision. When you read this it will be
Wednesday night or Thursday morning, I know you
a r e tired and finals are coming up but don't copout go out and vote.
Yelling It like It ls
Craig Freeman 291099

End Of Free Ride
To the Editor,
I was reading Doug Car.ipbell's letter In The
GUARDIAN last week and a thought came to me.
The general tone of Campbell's letter is the same
as one written by Cathleen Coleman in The GUARDIAN
a short time back.
Campbell was asked to resign from the V.E.O.
a short time before the Coleman letter. He was
upset because he was asked to resign, but I think
that what is really upsetting Doug now, is the fact
that he Is about to lose his free ride. All through
his letter, he Is talking about money. He asks,
"What kind of person can afford toworkfor nothing?"
I would like to answer that question for Doug. The
kind of person who will work for nothing could not
possibly be any worse than the kind of person we
have liad working for pav. Also, the kind of person
who will work for nothing Is the kind of person who
Is Interested In the work and ideas,and not the money.
Rlck Detamore
210621

(ri)ci! For SUP
To the Editor,
I have read with Interest all the letters In regard
to O'Dell having changed his mind after the ballots
were counted. There Is probably another side to
the story—there usually Is. But what really strikes
me as the weirdest thing. Is Mlnamyer talking
about O'Dell being a "Jumping Jack." The very
fact that Mlnamyer fought so hard to uphold the
first election (before the counting of the ballots)

An Open Letter
AN OPEN LETTER TO MRS. THOMAS' SUPPORTERS
This letter ls to acknowledge and thank the many
people on campus, both Black and White, who patronized
the legal defense fund raising efforts of CABU In
my behalf. I also want to thank those who have stood
beside me In these trying months. Yours has not
been an easy stand. I could not have withstood the
emotional strain if you had not "picked me up" so
many times In these past traumatic months. I would
like to share with you a meaningful poem by an
unknown author who says what I feel about you;

O'Dell Contributed
To the Editor,
After reading Dcug Campbell's letter in The GUARDIAN last week, I began to wonder about the way some
people think. Where else but here could you do something for someone else and then have It used against
you?
Bill O'Dell founded the Veterans Education Organization to help veterans get tlielr checks on
time, to help veterans get the benefits they are
entitled to. and to help the veterans adiust to college life in general. I know for a fact that Bill
put in a lot of hours working on veterans' problems.
He ls s. ' putting In a lot of time working on the
Ohio Veterans Vietnam Bonus.
How Is it possible that the other candidates In
this race for Student Body President have been
able to use this sort of thing against BUI? When
I read stuff like Campbell's letter. It sounds like
what BUI has done ls wrong. How Is that possible?
Campbell's letter was echoing the same kind ctf
drivel I read in that Kathleen Coleman letter. I
think Campbell ls sore because he was asked to
rosign Ills post as vice-president of the V.E.O.
He was asked to resign because he contributed
nothing lo the organization. It might have been a
good Idea to have asked him to resign as student
body president; l e didn't contribute anything In that
position either.
Bill O'Dell has not asked for the veterans to
vote for him because of the V.iJ.O.. but I am asking
the veterans and all other students to vote for BUI
O'Dell and It Is also not because of the V.E.O. I
am asking this because BUI ls Interested in the
student body, he is a hard working representative
for any group, and he would be a good Student Body
President. And that is something we have never
had here at W.S.U. O'Dell has a good solid program
planned for students and he has left the door open
for other programs that the students might want.
Other candidates In this election have waited to
see what Blil was going to do before they took a
stand on anything and thon they foUowed BUl's
lead. Now you tell me who the real leader here is.
There ls one thing you can say about the work that
BUI has done In the V.E.O. He lias done something.
What have the other candidates contributed toW.S.U.?
Steve Brown
President, V.E.O.

Mass Of Apathetics
To the Editor,
This student body lias to be the most politically
naive In the state. In a state where students were
first killed (K.S.U.), you still pay no attention to
your campus. If you don't influence your environment
through your Involvement, how can you complain when
you get frustrated? About all that can be said Is
that you are a good cross-section of your society. If
you have a conflict, walk away; if you are frustrated,
lock your door; if you are uncomfortable, change
your TV channel—QUITTERS!!!
You do not attempt to inform yourselves of candidates' views. You don't even care enough to vote
If you are remotely aware and later you whine about
parking fees and Increased tulUon casts. If you don't
care enough to choose your own representaUves, or
to support them, God forbid, how can you complain
after the fact?
Wise up, you mass of apathetic Jelly! Get yourselves together and choose a government—one that
can help get you to get more together.
Get to the polls and vote!
VOTE MLNAMYCK FOR S.B.P.
R. Michael Lamb
U.S.N. Retired

"DEPENDENCE"
We can't play alone In the game of life.
We're dependent, my friend, on others;
We cannot "get b y " in the struggle and strife,
Except for the help of our brothers!
Whatever we plan, or whatever we do,
Whatever we give of our best.
Is meant to Include all our fellow men too,
And add to the Joy of the rest.
Thank you for unselfishly sharing my burden.
PEACEI
Gratefully Yours,
Mrs. Betty J . Thomas
Asst. Director Financial Aid
Wright State University
Dayton, Ohio

O'Dell Delivers
To the Editor,
We have now seen with abundant proof the abUlty
of student government under the auspices of Doug
CampbeU and Rick Mlnamyer. It ls amazing to me
that although Wrlghtstock came off, these two representatives cou'id not, or would not set tip the
election correcUy. I believe they have had their
chance. Get a man with the ability and drive to
make the proper moves In Student Government.
Excuses don't get it, results get It. B1U O'Dell
delivers. Doug Campbell and his boys don't.
George S. Walters Jr
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Support Minamyer
To the Editor,
Richard Minamyer has announced his candidacy
for Student Body President again. We, the students
for Minamyer, think that you should Join us, and
think that you should know why we support him.
Rick is a professional. His career In politics
will not end when he leaves Wright State. Rick Is a
Junior In Political Science and ultimately will be an
attorney specializing In poverty problems. Rick Is
qualified for the station of SBP. He has participated
In the past two Student Administrations here. During
the Hunt Administration he was Director of Student
Services and of Community Development. His department began the Student Book Exchange during that
administration (thanks for the footwork, Mr.Chllders)
and as Llason Officer between the Student Government and the Administration he developed channels
of communication which were instrumental in motivating Wright Stock and will .-•» lnsoulable If you
elect him Student Body President.
As Student Body President Minamyer will direct
himself to problems in communication between students, faculty and administration by encouraging
The GUARDIAN to hold space open for articles from
the Senators of each class and to print this space
blank under the class headline If it Is not used.
This procedure would also be useful for extracting
news from Dr. Golding, the Board of Trustees, the
Dean, and the Academic Departments. This Is the
only realistic approach to communicating with each
other. We need to know what is going on.
Richard Minamyer Is the only student enrolled at
Wright State who has the qualifications, drive and
experience to lie an effective Student Body President.
Vote for him and join with him In making Wright
State University a good place to learn and live.

Theodore Roosevelt has already stated what I would
like to say to you:
It Is not the critic who counts; not the man who
points out how the strong man stumbled, or where
the doer at deeds could have done better. The
credit belongs to the man who Is actually In tiie
arena; whose face Is marred by dust and sweat
and blood; who strives valiantly; who e r r s and
comes short again and again; who knows the
great enthusiasms, the great devotions, and spends
himself In a worthy cause; who at the best
knows In the end the triumph of high achievement; and who at the worst, if he falls, at
least falls while daring greatly; so that his place
shall never be wiih those cold and timid souls
who know neither victory nor defeat.
Remember that there Is victory even In the losing,
if you remain a thorn In the conscience of those
who oppress you, each subsequent act of injustice
will be harder for them to carry out. Keep your
spirits up, hold your heads high, and walk tall.
Gratefully yours,
Mrs. Betty J . Thomas
Asst. Director Financial Aid
Wright State Univ.
Dayton, Ohio

Non-Governinent Dead
BY N. G. SCHUESSLER
Nexus Editor

By now It Is apparent to most of the Student Body
that Student non-Government Is dead. A few stalwarts
attempt to keep up appearances for profit or publicity,
but there Is r.jt response—hope, surprise, anger—
from the constituency. The surprise Is not that It
died, but that It lasted so long.
Student non-Government was designed by looking
Ralph Moore, Bob Carr, Jim Fenn, Eric Wagner,
at the Federal system and other Institutions of higher
BUI Smith, Doug Campbell, David Knight, Pat
learning and making Wright State a xerox of those
Klley, Beth Herbert, Verry Bralnard, Hank Evers,
models. Instead of looking at the needs and wants of
Frank Salsburg and Shirley A. Llewellyn. (Some
the student body and constructing a system of governof the students for Minamyer.)
ment to fit those requirements, a stodgy, traditional
form of government was Imposed and the students were
expected to conform. As the present form bears no
relationship to the people It should be serving, the
students, they have turrit*! their backs on the system.
But then comes the joke. Rather than placing the
blame for failure on the type of student government,
we a r e told that it Is the students who are at fault
with "apathy."
"Apathy" Is simple a smokescreen for a clumsy
AN OPEN LETTER TO CABU
system being crushed under Its own weight. Student
disinterest exists only In the minds of Student nonThank you for your generous contribution to my
Government officials who have nothing to offer except
legal defense. I wish to express even warmer thanks
a thin plea for free labor disguised as "Involvement."
for your moral support. As Dr. Chlke Onwaucht so
The government should stand In service to the student.
aptly put It, you have made my struggle yours. BePresently, Student non-Government expects the student
cause of you, I have never felt alone In this struggle.
to serve. Little wonder that the student body rejects
I have never doubted your sincere Involvement In my
this reversal at roles and walks away.
Your firm commitment to resist the University's
Most of the blame for the death cf Student nonInjustice, despite any fears of repercussions, has
Government rests with the flaws built Into the system.
revealed a stronger unity and determination among
There have been, of course, some traglclally comic
you Uian I have ever seen. I am grateful for having
blunders made In spite of the existing machinery.
known such beautiful young people.
(Remember the parking fee tliat was opposed by the
One thought that I especially want to leave with
entire electorate and supported by the Student Body
you Is that despite the many obstacles before us—
President? Except for the twenty dollars Involved,
the bigots, the Uncle Toms, and the apathetic liberals—
It would have done justice to Laurel and Hardy.) Aside
we must keep on keeping on. No matter what the legal
from that, It seems Incredible that with the high rate
verdict may be, we shall be victorious because we
of absenteeism in the Student non-Senate it would
will have fought a good fight! When we know we are
have occurred to someone that, just perhaps, maybe
right, and the odds against us see in insurmountable,
It doesn't take twenty-five people tc get things done.
we must be even more determined in our efforts to
Maybe the Student Body President shouldn't have to
fight Iniustice.
consult all these people when he wants to spend
two dollars. And maybe, just maybe, these "elected
representatives," when they decide to come to the
meetings, only complicate matters. If the history of
The GUARDIAN is published weekly by the students <rf
Student Body non-Elections Is any Indication, putting
Wright State University. The opinions expressed heresacred trust In an elected representative Is certainly
in are those of the editorial b o a r d and do not
a misdirection of effort.
necessarily reflect the attitudes or opinions of the
Until Its death, Student non-Government has mainfaculty or administration. The GUARDIAN is a member
tained Its Ineptitude by fostering the "Constitution
at College Press Service and the National Educational
mystique." Every time s t u d e n t Interest w e r e
Advertising Service.
frustrated by a bumbling bureaucracy, the Student
non-Government would sacrifice •> coat to the sancEditor
Ann Bowers
tity of the constitution. Now that It hasdled. It is time
Managing Editor
Scott Bowers
to throw out the constitution. Patchwork won't help,
Assistant Editor
Jan Dagley
because the basic premise of the constitution is that
News Editor
Harry Battson
the same system that governs two-hundred million
Feature Editor
Dick Saylor
people will work equally well with ten-thousand.
Business Manager • • • • • Roberta Weisman Along with this myth rides two corrolarles: If Its
good for the United States Its good enough for Wright
Advertising Manager .
Gall hue
State; since every other university has a presldc.it
Sports Editor
Harry Battson
and senate, we must have one also. Well, Wright
Photographer
Merrill Anderson
State Isn't every other university, and if the same
Cartoonist
• Fornallck
faulty reasoning were applied, we should have an
Club News Editor
Ron Paul
army and navy too. A president and senate Is not the
Circulation Manager
Stu Nestor
only way to be represented. It provides the most
Advisor
Dr. Allan spelter
checks and least flexibility of any form of governContributors
WSU Communications
ment. Someday, Wright State might require this type
Staff . . . . Stu Nestor, Ellen Penswlck, and
of governing body; on the death of the present Student
non-Government, we surely need something eise at this

An Open Letter From
Grateful Thomas
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point.
Next week; The Solution.

Decision Making
Is Just Too Hard
BY HARRY BATTSON
News Editor
Voters, take a look at your ballot. Beautiful, Isn't it?
With all those unfamiliar names. It doesn't matter.
Let's take a close look together, starting at the lowor
right. This block -cr.'taln the names of the four people
seeking to be sov'homore senators. The top of that
column says I, as a voter, may vote for five people.
Strange. I can't find a fifth name anywhere. Oh well,
I guess I'll just vote for the four people listed.
Large selection, huh?
But If I were going to be a junior, there would be
five names from which to choose. Of course the choice
Is equally simple. Just mark the boxes of all five.
Isn't this voting business easy? 1 don't even have to
make a choice.
And there are only three names on the senior
ballot. I wonder If they'll count write-ins. I suppose
not. The people I'd writs In would probably refuse
the job anyway.
At the bottom of the left-hand column there are
two names for the Publication Sub-committee. Since
there are three positions open, voting for either one
appears rather ludicrous. Whether 1 want them to win
or not, they both will.
Moving upward, I find three names for Academic
Council. The shock Is tremendous. I'm torn be Internal
conflict. I don't know who to choose. Three people and
I can only place one vote!
Decision panlfully made, I advance to that hotly
disputed contest for Studeni Body President. There
are four names. I've read what they've said in the
GUARDIAN. I'm really not sure what to believe, nor
whom to vote for. Decision making is just too hard.
I'm leaving that block blank.

Cheerleader
Try outs June 4th
Cheerleader try-ouu-. will !>e held Friday, June 4
for soccer and basketball cheerleaders for the 197172 school year. Two clinics will lie held Friday,
May 28 and Wednesday, June 2, In which all participants will learn the cheers they will be expected
to know for try-outs.
The participants should, In addition to the cheers,
be able to demonstrate splits, cartwheels, and various
jumps (to be taught at the clinics).
The clinics will be held In the lobby of Oelman
Hall at 5 p.m. on the above mentioned dates. Try-outs
will bo at 5 Friday, June 4 at a place to tie arranged.
Any full time student with a 2.0 accumulative
average is eligible. Six regulars and two alternates
will be chosen.

Fees G o i n g Up
The Wright State University Board of Trustees meets
May 27 for the last time this quarter and when they
adjourn the extent of the fee hike for 1971-72 will
still be u n d e c i d e d . President Golding said the
legislative schedule In Columbus does not call for
action to be taken on the governor's budget proposals,
nor on tax legislation to support his budget, In time
to act with knowledge of what level of support to expect.
Without such Information, he said, the fee schedule
cannot be determined. "But I want our students to
know," he declared, "that they will come oack to higher
fees next fall. I don't know how high they will be, but
the upper limit will be $200 per quarter for the
Instructional Fee and $50 for the General Fee. If we
can possibly keep the increase below that," he added,
"we'll do s o . "
The President repeated a statement made earlier
this year that WSU's fees, always among the lowest
In the state system, have increased an average of
only $26 per year. That, he said, Is a mere fraction
of the Increases made by many other schools."We've
kept our fees as low as possible," he said, "and
we're going broke."
At the last meeting of the Trustees, Golding said
there was a large deficit in the student services
budget (supported by the General Fee). An increase
to $50 from the present fee of $30, he said, would not
bring that budget Into the black.
Golding said a new fee schedule probably will be
presented to the Trustees at their summer meeting.

LAST CHANCE ELECTO
I N ROUNDUP
Moran's "Fact" Sheet . .
I am composing this fact sheet to Inform readers
of some very questionable statements made In last
week's Issue of The GUARDIAN, by my opponents
for the office of SBP. 1 hope that students realize
that these statements were made In print at such
a late date so that they could nnt be rebutted before
the eloctlon had begun. You probably won't be able
to tell who's writing this at first because I Intend
to expose all the erroneous statements that have
been made, not Just the ones referring to me.
On page 3: Second paragraph of the article entitled,
"Hungry Bee Stings O'Dell,"
. .when the votes
were counted—due to a tactic of Bill's—he found
that he had only polled 40 votes more than Mlnamyer."

Ipiotis Addresses Cot

This Is another typical Irrational and Impossible
statement made only to arouse people. Anyone who
knows anything about the honor due to a flag and
the position a university most take in regards to flying
their flag will realize that this means of showing
our disgust of the war Is Just not feasible.
"Rick Mlnamyer Announces Candidacy Again."
First paragraph, "Wright Stock—a venture aln.nst
corrupted by the Senate's and administrative bosumbuddy Pat Moran."
Eric Wagner, one of the co-producers of Wright
Stock and a supporter of Rick Mlnamyer wUl tiil
you how It really was. Eric literally built Wright
Stock and continued working the entire weekend.
He dldnt sit on stage taking bows like some of the
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Cm Wednesday after the first election Rick Mlnamyer began pushing to get the votes of the first
election counted. He asked the assistance of Vice
President l'ollock and the University's >awyer, as
well as the Dean of Students to get the results released. At that time, Rick had thought he had won
the election. Bill CDell tried everything short of
a court Injunction to stop the count.
Fifth paragraph, last line, "Mtnamyer recognizes
this—O'Dell doesn't."
Under the Influence of Bill O'Dell, the VEO was
the first organization to point out the Inadequacies
of the Book Exchange. It was after that when Rick
Mtnamyer Jumped on the bund wagon.
On page 6: "BUI O'Dell Announces Candidacy
Again." Second paragraph, ''Rick Mlnamyer and
Pat Moran are both connected with the senate. . . "
and "Nick Iplotts Announces Candidacy Again." Tenth
paragraph, "Mlnamyer and Moran have been bungling
things for you In the Senate all year."
Remember thai Prt Moran Is Senate Treasurer
and not a voting member of the Senate. He Is not
recognized to speak at meetings unless a Senator
yields the floor to him. Ills Director of Operations
title makes him responsible for only such administrative procedures as requisitioning of supplies.
I don't feel that a candidate's Involvement with
Student Government as a whole should be held against
him. You must examine what he, as an Individual,
has done, perhaps In spite of the poor leadership
of Doug Campbell. Doug Campbell did not know who
to go to or what to say and he was not wise enough
to accept the help from his cabinet of more experlenced people. This Is wtiat happens when a person with no working knowledge of the Senate and
Student Government procedures Is placed In an
executive position. Experience Is a prerequisite
for any Job—especlaUy this one.
"Nick Iplotls Announces Candidacy Again." Fourth
paragraph,
. .1 tried writing a column In the
Administration's prooaganda sheets. The GUARDIAN,
that was critical of some of tills university's Nazi
tactics. . . "
To make such a statement only serves to Insult
the readers' Intelligence. It also points out, at least
to me, that one of this candidates most apparent
reasons for running for the office Is to avenge a
personal grudge. Please read this article with his
many personal grievances In mind. Sixth paragraph,
"Student Government will take a stand against the
war and the flag will be flown si tslf-nvist until the
conflict Is over."

other co-producers. Eric has said repeatedly, "Whenever Pat Moran was needed he was there and did
his Job." Perhaps Rick Mlnamyer left Eric Wagner
out of his article because Eric Is willing to give
Pat Moran the credit lie deserves for helping to
get Wright Stocek together and keep It that way.
Although Eric Wagner did not want this to be a
political Issue, this was the only way to clear up
this charge. First paragraph, "He (Pat Moran) took
$220 of your money for being treasurer of the Senate
and then refused to oversee ticket sales."
Through legislation In the Senate sponsored by
Rick Mlnamyer, Pat Moran's responsibilities for
Wright Stock were limited to handling only the r e ceipts of the ticket sales for Wright Stock. He was
given no supervision or disbursement powers over
the tickets. Four days before Wright Stock actuaUy
began, Campbell and Mlnamyer approached Moran
with the Idea of his take over of the off-campus
ticket sales. By this time, Campbell and Mlnamyer
had messed up t>« sales so badly (they did not
arrange to account for the number of tickets to
people selling them, etc.) that they were looking for
a way out. Pat had to tell them that he could not
take over their off-campus ticket sales because he
was In the middle of mid-terms and there wasn't
time to start this new project. Pat reminded them
that they had persuaded the Senate to turn over
most of the financial handling io Wright Stock, Inc.
and suggested that they handle It. The $220 referred
to in this cliarge Is the stipend Pal Moran earned
as treasurer of the Student Senate,
First paragraph, "He (Pat Moran) hasn't fulfUled
his duties as treasurer and Director of Operations..
At the Senate meeting of Sunday, May 16, Dean
I-yon made a very Important comment. He said that
if anyone deserves a plaque for his hard work for
Student Government this year, It would be Pat Moran.
L'o you think the Dean of Students would say this
about someone who was not doing his Job?
Fourth paragraph, "Treasurer Moran lias not yet
been able to produce a complete financial statement—
too busy working and campaigning, I guess."
Wright Stock, Inc. brought In an outside person,
who was not even a student, to serve as accountant
during the festival. Moran worked as closely as
possible with him. Wednesday of the week following
Wright Stock, Moran gave Mlnamyer and associates
the up-to-date report on the Income and expenses.
The reason a fliial report has not been made yet Is
because the bUls that Wright Stock, Inc. have Incurred have not stopped pouring In yet. Mlnamyer
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In case you haven't guessed who wrote this, let
me tell you that it is Pat Moran. This may very
well be called an emotional appeal to you as voters,
but It Is not full of untruths or half-truths. I have
not just cof.ed errors In my favor, but have tried
to give you the whole story. Please read all the
articles In last week's GUARDIAN including mine,
and see what else you can find.
Candidate for SBP
Pat Moran

Moran

For SBP On Bash

Pat Moran l a s worked with clubs and organizations and Student Government for the last three
years. He l a s :
—helped to organize the money maUng projects
for the Ski Club and Newman Club for Ihe 196970 school year;
—served as President of Beta Phi Omega f r a ternity for the 1970-71 school year;
—managed the AcMlles HU1 project In cooperation with the I.G.C. and Student Government In
the summer of 1969;
—served as Director of AcUvltles for student
Government In 1969-70;
--assumed the Director of Operations ttUe in
170;
—been Instrumental in the beginning and conUnulng of the Sharing of Resources Program;
—been elected by the 1970-71 Student Senate to
serve as treasurer;
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otis Addresses Community
A country Is comprised at many Institutionalised
organizations such as religion, Industry, politics,
military and educational.
The educational Institutions (from e l e m e n t a r y
schools to the university) of a country are created
theoretically for the evolution of thought and the
simultaneous healthy evolution at the existing order.
Somehow, educational bureaucracy has transformed
the educational process Into a processing Implement
of the existing social order. Repression In the educational system manifests itself In the society we
live In. Therefore If we take a stand for truth,
liberty and civil rights In the university then we
are taking a stand for truth, liberty, and civil right*
in our country.
The Ov..«r day I had the opportunity of talking to
a young W.S.U. philosophy mjaor, He Informed me
that the young generation of Americans are more
concerned and aware of the problems we face today
than ever before. Unfortunately, lie added, "they
don't care about somthlng like Wright State University." No matter what university you attend
whether It be Yale, Wright State, or Parson's College, you should take an active interest in Its affarls, In this manner you will become an Important
member of the helter-skelter society we face today.
Through the past decade we have been watching
as blacks, women, and assorted other groups have
made a stand for their rights ,.nd have been recognized
in their struggles. We have not heard a sound from
Middle Class America. Some theorists claim th?*
Middle Class America has been rendered Impotent
behind the apron-strings of a highly institutionalized
matrb.rchal society. We at Wright State represent
Middle Class America. Can we rise to meet the
call? If we maintain ourselves as commuters In the
university how can we avoid
commuters through the world? If you uon't take a
stand here what will compel you to do so in the

future?

Many students complain about conditions at the
u 'erslty. The most common solutions are transfer. ..ig or dropping out. Wherever you go, I can
assure you that the same problems are plaguing every
university in the country. The time has come for us
to quit running and face up to the lack of freedom In
our educational system. Instead of "dropping out"
we must all unite so that we can "pressure change."
We all have the right to an education but we should
strive for quality and rights in the university.
Instead of working towards Black power, Woman
power, or Gay llveratlon, let's unite and work towards
the liberation and power a? all the People and the
Universities.
Middle Class America, cut those apron-strings by
electing Nicholar E. Iplotls, Student Body President.
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Pat Moran

is:

to organize the money making projects
Club and Newman Club for the 1969ar;
as President of Beta Phi Omega fra!ie 1970-71 school year;
i the Achilles Hill project In cooperahe I.G.C. and Student Government tn
of 1369;
as Director at Activities for Student
in 1969-70;
I the Director at Operations title In
strumental in the beginning and con» Sharing at Resources program;
acted by the 1970-71 Student Senate to
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As all of the candidates for SBP have pointed out
again we are In the middle of the second annual Student
Body Elections. 1 would like to take this opportunity
and ask all of the students of Wright State to take the
time again to vote; at course I would like you to vote
for Minamyer. I feel I am the best qualified and can
do the job that needs to be done. I want to be the
Student Body President.
I have been In the Student Government since »969
as the first Director of Student Services, then as the
first Co-ordtnator of Community Development. In the
fall of 1970 I quit working In the Student Government
because I felt that the Student Body President at that
time was not doing the Job with tne best Interest
of the Student Body at heart. Shortly after, I quit
school and worked as a janitor In Fawcett Hall to
earn the money to go to California (my home). I
did go to California and worked In the Legal Aid
Office as the Interviewer/Investigator for the county
of Ventura for six months. In January I returned to
WSU and decided I would try to !*lp In the Student
Government. My effort In the Student Government
has been to build a sense of community at V, right
State. I felt that the present Student Government
had a good idea to build the beginning of a community, with Wrlghtstock.
Now It Is time to go farthei. We know now that
the Student Government can tie an effective vehicle
for the wants and needs of the students. 1 propose
tliat next year we address ourselves to, two Important
areas: Student Services/Curriculum reform and
related areas.
In the Student Services area I feel we need a more
lucrative book exchange, as I liave already pointed
out in one of my past articles, a film series, working
with the Warner Brothers Projects; a rescue unit,
plans are being developed now by Ralph Moore;
a day care center; a Drug Education Program; and
other programs that the fonate might adopt.
The second Important ar-ia is curriculum rsform
and related areas. The St'ident Government In the
past has not done much In uds area for a number of
reasons "all of them good ones all of them bad."
In the beginning when Student Government had little
direction I helped write the first outline. We asked
the Academic Council to consider alternatives to the
grading system the ABC-No Creol? Is a grovth
from that. We asked the Language Department io consider more effective ways to teaching such as the
method the Peace Corps Is using In the language
salvation program. This was Just s beginning and
you can find this proposal In the Academic Council
minutes around April of 1969 under the then Student
Body President.
This Is all in the past now. That is why ! never
mentioned it before. This is a different year. You are
older and the University Is older. Now we must work
together. The past few months have shown us that
we can. Now I ask for your support in the coming
election for Student Body President. I want to take
the Student Government one more step In building
programs and a sense at community. We can't do
this all In one year but we can start, taking each step
at a time. The next step Is voting. Please vote Minamyer for STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT.
Sincerely,
Rick Minamyer

>r«/i For SBP On Basis Thai Experience
n has worked with clubs and organlzaStudent Government for the last three

Vote Minamyer

Is A Musi

—served as business manager and accountant
for the 1970-71 yearbook
—participated In Intramural sports actively.
As Director of Activities In 1969-70, he:
—presented the Roy r.'oriwstter Trio for the
first time at Wright SUt«;
—began compiling an Information file for clubs
and organizations to use when planning an activity;
He has also besn involved In Student Affairs:
—as a member of Academic Council Resources
Committee for 1969-70,
—as a member of the Ad Hoc Committee ior Academic Reorganization,
—as a panel member for orientation of new faculty and stall members,
—as a member of the President's Committee on
Campus Unrest.
I feel very strongly that with my past experience
and my desire to serve ! cap. do the job.
Pat Moran

O'Dell For SBP
The Voting Is going on now. Students are In the
process of electing the naxt Student Body President.
Don't be left out, have your say, vote. There have
been a lot of charges, rumors and Just plain lies,
going around in tha last few days. The place to get
the answers Is not always easy to find, but for what
it is worth, let me give you mlne.Campbell and Minamyer are the reasons that Wrlghtstock was a fouled
up financial moss and not Moran. All Minamyer
and Campbell did was stand on the stage and take
bows. I will admit that one of Mlnamyers'supporters,
Senator Eric Wagoi er did a lot of work on Wrlghtstock, but Campbell and Minamyer did nothing, except take credit. I personally had nothing to do with
Wrlghtstock, but I am credited by Minamyer with
having messed things up. How, I don't know. I
bought a ticket, and on Sunday I went out and listened to the music. That was all I ever had to do
with It. I guess Minamyer figures that enough questions connected to me will win an election for him.
On the question of my changing my mind after
the ballots were counted. I lave always said that
the election was Illegal and I have not changed my
mind. I withdrew my objections at the request of
Rick Minamyer, Doug Campbell and Bob Carr. They
told me they wanted to let the Senate have another
chance to save tace. They realized, after the count,
tliat the election was Illegal and should be thrown
out. Mlna—yer decided ;hat he would not appeal
my seven points to tl»s Academic Council, after
all. I will admit tint I fell for a political ploy. They
did not trust the faculty to overturn the election
and so they wanted It to go back to the Senate where
they knew It would be thrown out this time. I agreed
to this In writing. The question was then raised, by
me, about the legality of an election held In the
ninth week. The constitution says that they shall
be held in the sixth week. I raised this point now
because I don't want someone coming up after the
next election and telling me I am still not elected
because of this point. This is what happened during
the first election. I knew tliat If I won, I would ...111
not be president, and I was right. I knew all this
back In April. On April 21, I wrote about It In The
GUARDIAN, but the Senators and the Student Body
President would not listen. I even spoke to Doug
Campbell about It, and he said he was too busy
with Wrlghtstock to be bothered with an election.
All 1 can say on lis Is, if anyone but myself Is
elected In this election, I will not say a word. You
will hear nothing more from me on the subject.
However, if I win this next election, and this point
about the sixth weok is brought up, after all this
notice by me, I will push to have the first elections
upheld. This I would have to do or thore would be
no student government here at all. Some students
think that Is a good Idea, but I don't agree. You
know that student government Is as good as the
students running It. It can be good If we choose
to make It good.
Now a few words about the V.E.O. I did found
the V.E.O. I do support the V.E..O, I do not consider the V.E.O. or the term Veteran a dirty word.
I view students as students and I view veterans
who are students as students. We are all students.
When I was only connected with the V.E.O., I spent
all my labors .'or the V. E.O. and I see nothing wrong
with that. If I am elected President of Use student
body, I will spend all my time as a Student Body
President, but that time Includes time for veterans,
frat members, ski club people, and any other organization of students, I plan to join the newly formed
camera club ai W.s.U. if they are not afraid I
will turn It to the exclusive use of veterans. To
say that I will turn every service into something
for veterans is not valid ror Is it fair. What It
shows Is that my opponents have nothing to use in
their campaign except my age and my connection
with the V.E.O, I am proud of my family status
and I am proud of my connection with the V.E.O.
and I can see no connection between them and ray
being a good student body president. I have been
a student at W.S.U. for almost four years and there
Is nobody tliat can say that I cannot relate to the
students or that the students cannot relate to me.
If my opponents really have any reasons why I
would not make a good President, I wish they would
come out with it. The voting ends Friday. Minamyer says u You care, Vote for him. I say Vote
for me because I Care. Vote for William O'Dell
for S.B.P.
William O'Dell
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Americans Overeonsume; Use Television
As Birth Control; Biology Professor Claims
BY STU NESTOR
Americans over consume, use TV as a birth control
device and own over 50 per cent of the world's capital
goods claimed Dr. James A. McMahn, Associate
Professor of Biology at the University of Dayton as
he spoke before the Honors Seminar on ecology,
Monday, May 8.
"If you are a real humanist, have any sense of
morality, you must guarantee that everyone tn the
world equal quality of life, of education, equal medical
care--and anything else Is a sin."
He described the United States "as a technological
society that knows no responsibility to anybody."
This single characteristic was blamed for the environmental problems of today.
"The people In Ai.. >rlca are educated about ecology,
but there Is no action, no change. They haven't
changed their attitude."
And It Is that attitude he stressed if not changed
will continue to destroy the environment with overconsumption.
"It takes 1,300 gallons of water to maintain you
each day—your per capita consumption."
Also he said that the U.S. consumes over 50 percent
of the world's capital goods with only 7 per cent of
the world's population. India with twice America's
population consumes only 1.2 per cent of the world's
capital goods. "This Is a sin."
"In South America the subsistence diet Is low
protetn-hlgh carbohydrate. Yet South America exports
63 per cent of Its protein to the U.S. that we use to
feed our pigs to grow f a s t e r . "
He explained that protein is needed for proper
brain development for unborn baUes in the third
stage of pregnancy and children from the ages of
one to five.
"You ssnd a black man to college and expect him
to graduate, but he never had what you had twenty
years ago."
He lightened his attack briefly to center on birth
control. "Television Is the reason for the decrease
of populai! here. America is a consumer society
and because
this a decision Is made by us: children
or more 'creature comforts." "
"They want birth control because they can have a
better life, not for the better life of all men. They're
doing It, but for the wrong reason. What happens
when they can get both?"
The need for population control he felt is not just
Important, but vital If we are tosurvlve. "Being active
human beings is essential—we need to move around,
to do something." With Increased population there
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Is less mobility for people to be active.
Like a man trying to spell out all the Ills of the
world lie turned briefly to the tcpic of "single purpose solutions" as another villain to the environment.
"Egypt's solution to industrial growth is the gTeat
Awsa dam. But what resulted was a 7 per cent decrease In fertile land along the Nile River, the sea
penetrated what was once fresh water at the mouth
of the Nile and now one In three Egyptians have
worms. There is now lower calorie per capita than
before and industrial per capital out put is down."
l!e also sighted America's Vietnam policy as
another example where a single purpose solution failed.
"Instead of repelling communism, our use of bombs
ami defoliants has forced more Vietnamese tosyinpathlze with the communist move than before we stepped
in."
But Just what is the solution? Dr. McMahn had his
own. He began at comparing the subsistance society
where everyone is responsible for each other with
the technological society where no one Is responsible
to anybody.
"The technological society lias got to become
socialized, become aware of what It Is doing to the
world's resources. If every country In the world were
to consume as much as the United States, all the
copper In the world would lie expended in a matter
of weeks. The only answer is Socialism. Socialism
is Inevitable In a technological society."

Scholarships, grants-in-aid, loans, and employment
are still available at Wright State University for this
fall, according to Director of Financial Aid Joel
Cohan.
Student and prospective students who will need
financial aid to pay for their ea ication should apply
as soon as possible at th^ Office of Financial Aid,
268 Allyn Hall.
Because student schp'arshl.i and rrant funds are
limited, many students will rc-elve a financial aid
package that Includes loan and 'inplo;'m<!nt as well
as scholarships or grants.

WSU RECEIVES DONATION
The Dayton-Wright chapter of t i e Arm-d Forces
Communications and Electror.:cs Assoc la'Ion has
donated $1,000 for scholarships for Wrlg.-t State
University engineering students.
The chapter has been sponsoring scl olarshlps for
WSU engineering students since i968 ind now has
a fund of $1,600 at the University.
The scholarships will go to Jun:or engineering
students who show financial need and academic
promise, and will be renewable for their sen or year.
The check for this scholarship fund w.is pr>sented
to the Chairman of the Engineering Dep-irtment by
Milan Fllclk, s c h o l a r s h i p chairman of the local
chapter, at I heir officer Installation meeting.

WSU Named Repository
For Historical Documents
Wright State University has been named one of
nine public institutions In Ohio to surve as a repository
for historical manuscripts and documents. As part
of the Ohio Network of American History Research
Centers the University will work closely with the
Ohio Historical Society, headquarters of the Network,
coordlnating Information, providing a consultation
service and administering special projects.
WSU is the Network center for an eleven county
area Including Montgomery, Greene, Clark, Preble,
Miarol Darke. Mercer, Auglaize, Champaign and
Logan.' Wright State has as its specific goal the collectlon, cataloging and referencing of all historically
important materials for the counties. The University
already lias begun to work with officials in Dayton,
Montgomery County and Auglaize County to preserve
local government records with historical and research significance.
According to John Webb, archivist and administrator
of the project at Wright State, the University will
assist the counties and municipalities In the establishment of records retention and disposition schedules.
Non-current records will be cared for either in the
office of origin or in one of the network centers,
Records with no legal, historical or fiscal value will
be destroyed In order to avoid the overcrowded
conditions facing many of Ohio's city halls and courthouses.
Webb says Wright State sees Its role as a member
of the Center not only as a collector and preserver of the materials, but also as an advisor and
consultant to local governments and Institutions within
Its geographical region on any records design,storage
or preservation problems.
Other Institution members around the state Include
Western Reserve Historical Society, Cleveland; the
Cincinnati Historical Society; Bowling Green State
University; the University of Toledo; the University
of Akron; the Ohio Historical Society, Columbus;
Kent State University and Ohio University.

Welswurm Candidate For AC
Klaus Welswurm Is a candidate lir one "i two
student seats on Academic Council. He is a Junior
Engineering major who lias been a member of tha
Student Affairs Committee for the last two ye-^rs.
Klaus has had the experience necessar> to handle
committee v.ork by serving on Student Ail ilrs aid
working on such proposals as ABC No Credit., studei.t
judicial code and council organization, and a formation
of the student conduct code with other university
committees. Klaus would like to see the establlshment of more student seats on university committees
because ha feels there is not enough opportunity
for student Influence to work effectively. Klaus
Is very conscious of student government's respons .bllitles to represent the student body-In keeping
with this philosophy he supports Pat M e a n ic.r
S.B.P.
—
DerfOrm Sandburq
r w - U l i y IO ~ e r i O r m o u n u u u . y
The Speech and Theatre faculty of Wright State
University will look at "The World of Carl Sandburg"
In the next presentation of the Speech and Theatre
Department. The production opens May 28 in the New
Liberty Hall Theatre on National Road and runs May
29 and 30 and June 3, 4 and 5.
Bassetl, professor of Speech and Theatre,
A be
directs the presentation, which was originally arranged
by Norman Corwln for its New York debut In J960.
"The World of Carl Sandburg was first performed
b y Betty Davis, Gary Merrill and Clarke Allen In
. h e i r 1960-61 tour of the U.S. Included In the presentatlon were both published and unpublished prost
a n d poetry of the American poet.
—
STUDENTS AND FACULTY!

AIR CONDITIONED
APARTMENTS & TOWN HOUSES
"gives good living a boost.... never the r e n t "

Full or P a r i T i m e
START WORKING IMMEDIATELY

G o o d Pay
Must Be 18 Years Or Over

223-6854

First National
Bank
Fairborn, Ohio
Member
Federal Reserve
System

Member Federal
Deposit Insurance
Corporation

Phone 878-8681

from

$125.00
short terms available

1, 2 and 3 Bedroom
Furnished or Unfurnished
NEW 1 - 3 BEDROOMS
• Laundry Facilities
• Washers & Dryers
• Separate dining room
• Air conditioned
• Plush carpet
• Soft water
• 1, 1-1/2, 2 baths
• Balcony or Patio
• Ftange, refrigerator, some dishwashers
118 YELLOW SPRINGS
878-3973
FAIRBORN, OHIO
OFFICE HOURS: 9 am - 8 pm
Sat 9 - 6 Sun 1 - 6

7 Minutes to Wright State
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Greek Week Ends

Answers To Questionnaire For Rathskellar

The third annual Greek Week activities ended
Saturday night with a toga party sponsored by all
of W.S.U.'s fraternities and sororities. The event
started two weeks ago with a formal dance and continued through Saturday.
Different Olympic events such as the discus,
running and weight lifting were entered by the f r a ternities. Points were given to determine an overall winner. Nick Mltrousls of Sigma Tau Epsilon
fraternity and Janle Carabin of Kappa Delta Chi
sorority were elected king and queen at the formal.
Over-all winner of the Olympics was W.S.U.'s
newest fraternity, Alpha Zeta Chi. Sigma Tau Epsilon finished second and Beta Phi Omega finished
third.
Thft toga part>, hald at the fraternity house,
ended the activities. Although not everyone could
win, all who participated did so enthusiastically.

Rescue Squad Forms

Holds Recitals

Two performances by the Wright State University
Department of Music were presented on Sunday,
May 23 at Wright State.
At 3 p.m. In Fawcett A' 'jltorlum, a faculty recital
wltn department members . »odore Atsalls, bassoon,
and Robert Hockenberger, trumpet, took place.
The Community Orchestra, under director Professor Robert Young, performed ai 8 p.m. In Oelman
Auditorium.
The program included Symphony No. 2 by Jean
Sibelius and the Swan Lake Suite by Tschalkovsky.
WSU's Dr. William Wood served as guest conductor
when the orchestra performed his "Elegy for Small
Orchestra" for the first time anywhere.

CLASSIFIED AD
Are you looking for recognition, security, promotion, and Independence? We have all that plus
much more for a man to man talk about a challenging
position which could put you in an Income bracket
beyong your greatest dreams. Act now.
Call 513-833-2778 or 513-276-3941.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famoui VS. Women Ski Tram Diet
During (he non-snow off season
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski learn
members go on the "Ski Team" diel
lo lose 20 pounds in Iwo weeks.
Thai's rifclit
20 pounds in 14 days'
The basis of the diel is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially lor Ihe
ll.S Ski Team Normal energy is
maintained (very imporlanl'l while
reducing You keep " l u l l "
no
starvation
because the diel is designed that way! It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work,
travel or slay al home
This is. honestly, a fantastically
successful diet II it weren't. Ihe U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! R i g h f So. give
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski
Team gels, l ose weight Ihe scientific,
proven way. Even if you've tried all
the other diets, you owe it to yourself lo try Ihe U S. Women's Sk.
Team Diet. That t«, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today Teat this out as a
reminder.
Send only 11.00 ($ 1.25 for Rush
Service)
cash is O.K.
to Ski
Team Diet. P.O. So* 15493. Dept
ST. S u D U g o , C « l l f . 92115
Don't order unless you expect to l o *
20 pounds in Iwo weeks! Because
thit'iwhat the Ski Team Diet will do'

8 oz 15? 12 oz 250 14 oz 30? 16 oz 35?

4. What kind of food would you prefer? List Preference.
Sandwiches: 1. Hamburgers 2. Submarine 3. Ham
and Cheese Other: I . Pizza 2. Soft Pretzels
3. Potato Chips
5. Should the Rathskellar contain a )uke box?
Yes 78
No 5
6. Occasionally, would you support a small cover
charge for live entertainment':'
Yes 66
No 17

7. At the expense of seating capacity, should there
be a dance area In the Rathskellar? Yes 47 No 36
8. For a nominal fee, should the Rathskellar ever be
available (during regular operating hours) to Wright
State University groups for closed events?
Yes 21
No 62
The answers are a composite of the returned
questionnaires. There were 83 returned, and some oC
the suggestions (which are printable) are as follows:
. .soft lights, show old flicks, piano, beer by the
pitcher, no card playing, change name, no loud music,
University ID to get in. . .not to Wright State students
only, be sure dance floor is large enough for 10-20
couples. . .small dance floor, no dance floor for juke
box. . .but, one should be available for live entertainment, no loafing, studying or card playing, have a
'happy hour' a coup'.; of times a week, T.G.I. F. wtth
cheaper beer, informal atmosphere, use Wright State
University groups for entertainment. . .get It open
alreadyl

Join kazoo Haml!

A rescue squad unit is about to be formed at Wright
State. This propased squad is a volunteer service
being put together by a few ex-fire fighters and
first-aid workers.
A meeting will be held Wednesday June 2 at 1:00
pm In the lower Hearth Lounge. The meeting will
try to recruit new members interested In helping
injured persons in the community of Wright State.
The squad will serve at various functions of
Wright State such as Wright Stock, car rallies and
anywhere there is a public gathering on campus
that might need First-Aid. The unit will be equipped
to handle First-Aid treatment and small fires.
If anyone is interested then attend this meeting!
Ralph Moore, a member, stated that If two residents
of the dormitories could attend It would be extremely
helpful. Also any further Information can be obtained
from Ralph Moore at 223-4648.

Music

! . Please list suggested hours of operation for the
Rathskellar.
Weekdays: Open 11:00 a.m.
Close 12 Midnight
Weekends: Open 11:00 a.m.
Clor." 2-00 a.m.
2. What brand of draft beer is most desirable? Ltst
preference.
1. Budweiser
2. Stroh's
3. Pabs'
3. How much would you expect to pay for a serving
of 3.2 draft beer?

Every once in awhile someone comments on the
apathetic state of the student body at Wright State.
Not many people pay attention to these comments,
mostly because they are apathetic about the apathy
at WSU. Also every once in awhile, someone gets
motivated into doing something about all of the
disinterest. That Is what the Great Kazoo Hand Is
all about.
By now the few who are reading this article are
probably wondering what the hell the Great Kazoo
Band Is. The Great Kazoo Band is a group of humming
students who hope to build spirit at Wright State.
They plan to entertain at future WSU sports events.
The idea behind the group Is to Involve as many
students as possible and to provide a good time for
those involved.
Kazoo bands are not new at WSU. The idea began
last year when the Mung Brothers brought kazoos
to some of the basketball games. From there Soma
Tau Epsilon Fraternity pledges formed a group
which played at Intramural games. The current group
began when Beta Phi Omega Fraternity decided something needed to be done to build spirit at WSU.
The fraternity began to organize the group which
has had frequent practice sessions In the Oelman
Auditorium.
So far, the band is made up of fraternity and
sorority members at WSB; Lewis Bernard, dlrecter
of the Kazoo Band, says" tliat he would like to see
non-greeks participate also. Twenty people lave
signed up so far for the group, which do a mixture
of contemporary music. They hope to incorporate
some ideas from the Jews harp band at St. John's
University. If the band Is successful this year they
plan to expand during the fall and play at all home
soccer games.
Anyone may join the Great Kazoo Band. All that is
needed Is the ability to hum. Kazoos are relatively
inexpensive and are available at most music stores.
Interested hummers should leave their name in the
Dean of Students office or call Lewis Bernard J r . ,
at 252-7843.
Students flna'ly have an opportunity to show spirit
In a constructive way.

\pj»l\ F o r Scholarships
Students who will begin their senior year at Wright
State this Fall are reminded that a number of our
seniors may be nominated for one or more of a
variety of graduate fellowships.
The Scholarship Subcommittee Is now accepting
applications from students Interested in competing for
nominations for the following graduate awards for the
1972-73 school year:
l'anforth Fellowships
Fulbrlght Fellowships
Khodes Scholarships
Woodrow Wilson Fellowships
Since Wright State must select its nominees shortlyafter the Fall Quarter beings, Interested students
should identify themselves as soon as possible.
For further Information regarding any of these
awards, please contact either Mr. William Kellerman
at the Placement Office (ext. 267) or Professor
Gordon Wise at 483E Mlliett (ext. 884).

1 C Minutes to Wright State!
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Apartments and
Townhouses

1, 2 and 3 Bedrooms
Furnished or Unfurnished

\from7f25^
WW Carpeting
Balconies-Patios
Air Conditioning
Tennis Courts
Laundry Facilities Olympic Size Pool
Range, Refrigerator, Some Dishwashers

SMILE
God Loves You

Some Short Terms Available
WOODMAN DR AT ROUTE 35

223-2343

254-6122
OPEN DAILY 9 am to 8 pm

WE ARE BUYING

sun 1 - 6 Sat 9 - 6

TEXT BOOKS

WHETHER USED AT WSU OR NOT

Must Be Current EDITjON
TOP PRICES PAID

Dayton College Bookstore

FREE PARKING NEXT DOOR
\ . ' r r r « - « « « i m « m v , - n n v n i i i m t u t u / - •

114 W 5th STREET
•'"'rt'an.v.vrnivwii.ii-iir.
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the doctor's bag °
Address letters to Dr. Arnold Werner, Box 974,
K u t 1 aiming, Michigan, 48823.
C1970 College
P r e s s Service
QUESTION! I have been told that smoking Marijuana
lowers a person's blood sugar, llelng a diabetic, this
would be al particular Interest to me. I would like
to know If this Is true, ami if It would be beneficial.
Could It possibly cause some other harmful affects?
ANSWER: Marijuana produces very few measurable
physiological changes. About the only things that
appear with regularity are conjunctival injection (a
reddening of the whites of the eyes) and a slight Increase In heart rate, Itecent evidence suggests that
blood sugar levels are not changed.
The striking effects of marijuana are on perceptton and mood. Most people use marijuana because of Its pleasurable effects, but some people
are either unaffected or have unpleasant reactions.
A few susceptable Individuals become psychologically
dependent on the mood altering effoct of the drug
and tend to abuse It. As with alcohol and other drug
abuse. It Is probably true that people who become dependent upon a substance have pre-existing emotional
difficulties. There Is no evidence that marijuana lias
any therapeuti - value for depression, loneliness or
other difficulties, and it may be harmful as rioted.
For the diabetic under good control the decision
to use or not to use marijuana is the same as for
anyone else. The worst side effect still remains
getting arrested.
QUESTION: 1 read recently that
Vitamin A tablets will help keep
your complexion clear. I bought
a bottle of Vitamin A tablets
and each one contains 50,000
units. So far there lias been a
slight improvement in my skin,
but for the first time in my life
my hair has become very oily
and I have to wash It every other
day. Could this be caused by the
extra Vitamin A?
ANSWER: Although Vitamin A
has bean prescribed in the treatment of acne, there is no evidence that it Is effective. The
only appropriate use of Vitamin
A is in the treatment of Vitamin
A deficiency. Such a deficiency
Is very r a r e but can occur when
people are on die's that contain
no vegetables, little fat or milk
or if they hav e certain Intestinal
abnormalities so that absorption
of this vitamin is impaired. The
body does not manufacture Vitamin A and depends on external
sources.
The dally requirement for Vitamin A is only 5,000 units a.id
wnen It if given as a dietary
supplement no more than 10,000
units c day is necessary. There
are s>.ln lesions associated with
Vitamin A deficiency which resemble hard bumps on the a r m s ,
thighs and back. More Importantly, Vitamin A deficiency can lead
to night blindness, and if the lack
is -severe, permanent loss of
vision can result.
Many cases of hypervltamlnosls
A (too much Vitamin A) have
been reported. This condition
occurs most often when people
overdose themselves with the
vitamin In treating skin disorders. Nausea, vomiting, weakness, loss of hair. Itching and
splitting skin at the corners of
the mouth can result. If you are
taking more than one per day of
those pills you bought, you are a
candidate for hypervitamlnosis
A.
If you are suffering from acne,
there is something else involved
in the clearing of your complexion. The Increased olltness
of your hair would tend to make
acne worse, not better.
• coupon

•

B e a v e r Vu Bowl

:

: 3072 BeUbror-k-Fairfield Rd j
|
OPEN BOWLING
•
This coupon good for
;
•
FREE SHOE, RENTAL
:
I...
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a penis whose glans (the bulb-like end of the organ)
expands greatly in size after insertion Into the vagina, thus locking the animals together. Human to Ings
generally do not stand up when they have Intercourse
and have been ablo to propagate successfully without
the canine type of sexual device.
Misinformation makes one gullible. Most people
I've known who have been carried out of cars have
been suffering from an Intoxication or drug overdose. If you are still worried about getting locked
in, you can keep a pall of cold water by your bedside.

QUESTION: While spending a dull evening at the library
few weeks ago, we hit on a rather novel method at
entertaining ourselves. We took out a couple of
nickels and proceeded to the ccpy machine where we
xeroxed our heads. The only precaution we took was
to close our eyes. We have had many aches and
pains, Including some rather severe headaches since
our experience at the library. We are not sure whether
we have developed a good case of hypochondria, or If
the Xerox machine Is responsible. The people who keep
telling us that we are going to get cancer and d!e
are not helping our morale.
i
ANSWER: According to a representative of the Xerox
Corporation, the light source In their machines is a
patented device with secret attributes, none of which
a r e dangerous. The super bright lamp does not produce harmful amounts of ultra violet radiation, x-rays
In the A i r - C o n d i t i o n e d C o m ^ i t 0'
or cancer producing agents. The light Is so bright
that
" """y cause some mild eye discomfort and spots
b
foro
our e
®
>'
Ves even though you keep your lids
\ l«'\;» n i t e r ' s
^
closed. Such an effect should last cniy a few minutes.
Repeated use is apt to result in the waste of a lot of
Dayton's Most Famous &
nickels.
QUESTION: The other night we went to a drlve-ln
movie and soirethlng strange happened. The manager
Popular Collegiate
went over to i. car, then ran back to his office. Not
long afterwards an ambulance arrived and a couple
Drinking Place
was carried off on the same stretcher. The manager
later told us that the couple was locked in sexual
intercourse. I was wondering If it is possible to get
stuck in such a way, what the physical reason Is for
it, and how can it be avoided. I don't see how it's
possible.
I m p o r t e d & Domestic Draft Beer
ANSWER: Various animals have modifications of the
B y the P i t c h e f o- I c y - C o l d F r o s t e d Mugs
basic sexual apparatus which permit them to have
Intercourse under difficult situations without coming
E x p e r t l y M i x e d D r m k s at P3j3x*ky>'#r7ces
apart. The male dog, for instance, Is equipped with

SPEND YOUR LEISURE HOURS
THIS SUMMER

918 Brown S t -

Join In The Fun At

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
Best Supporting Actor
JOHN MILLS
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY

From MGM. producers of David Leans "Doctor Zhvago

Express Your Love Perfectly
A story of love.
Rimed by David Lean

Ryan's Daughter
ROBEFT MTTTSHUM rRfvOH HOWARD CHRISTC**1EP X3NES
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OPENING WED. MAY 26 - 7:30 pm
A l l Eves: 8 p m Mats: Wed, Sat, Sun 2 p m
Opening Night Sponsored by PATTERSON CO-OP
DRAMATIC DEPT.
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NO SEATS
RESERVED

With a Keepsake diamond engagement
ring, of course. Every K»;epsake is
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